
COZY AT HOME
MEN'S SIGNATURE COTTON FISHERMAN SWEATER

Our favorite part of this Irish-
inspired fisherman's sweater 
is the authentic stitchwork - it 
gives it rich texture and a 
timeless look. We also love 
how the all-cotton 
construction easily spans the 
seasons and layers 
comfortably.

MEN'S WICKED GOOD MOCCASINS
With over 4 million pairs sold over 
the last 5 years, it’s clear customers 
think our Wicked Good Slippers 
deserve the title of Best Slippers 
Ever Made. Why are they so 
popular? There are a few reasons 
but at the top of the list is the most 
cozy shearling you can find. Throw in 
superior construction using premium 
sheepskin and you’ll know why in 
Maine, “Wicked Good” is as good as 
it gets.

MEN'S SCOTCH PLAID FLANNEL SHIRT
For over 80 years, we’ve been making 
our authentic Scotch Plaid flannel shirts 
the way we always have: better than 
everyone else’s. Our exclusive flannel 
fabric is meticulously woven with longer-
staple cotton, which means the 
individual cotton fibers are about one-
quarter inch longer than short-staple 
fibers, making a huge difference in 
fabric strength and quality. Then, it's 
meticulously brushed eight times on 
each side and given a "touch test" by a 
master weaver to declare it soft enough.

MEN'S WAFFLE ROBE*

Our cozy yet lightweight 
waffle robe is comfortable 
year-round, and just right for 
lounging. Made with an 
ultrasoft cotton/polyester 
blend that’s ideal for layering.

*NEW Product

https://www.llbean.com/llb/shop/121352?page=mens-cotton-fisherman-crewneck-sweater-mens-regular&bc=&feat=fisherman-SR0&csp=a&searchTerm=fisherman&pos=21
https://www.llbean.com/llb/shop/65637?page=mens-wicked-good-moccasins&bc=474-629&feat=629-GN1&csp=f&pos=1
https://www.llbean.com/llb/shop/124619?page=mens-llbean-trail-fleece-pullover-hooded-mens-regular&bc=&feat=trail%20fleece-SR0&csp=a&searchTerm=trail%20fleece&pos=1
https://www.llbean.com/llb/shop/123303?page=mens-carefree-unshrinkable-tee-without-pocket-short-sleeve-logo-mens-regular&bc=&feat=Carefree%20Unshrinkable-SR0&csp=a&searchTerm=Carefree%20Unshrinkable&pos=2


LAYERABLE OUTERWEAR 
MEN'S WATERPROOF ULTRALIGHT DOWN JACKET*

Warm, light and now 
watertight, our super versatile 
down jacket keeps you 
comfortable and dry anytime, 
in any weather.

MEN'S WATERPROOF 3-IN-1 JACKET*

Our best-value waterproof 3-
in-1 jacket. We paired our 
bestselling waterproof Trail 
Model Rain Jacket with a 
warm, water-resistant inner 
jacket for ultimate protection, 
comfort and value.

MEN'S MOUNTAIN PUFFER VEST*

Our best-value puffer vest 
delivers classic style, 
weather resistance and 
lightweight warmth — all at a 
very comfortable price.

MEN'S MOUNTAIN INSULATED ANORAK

Lightweight protection in a 
classic design — our colorful, 
weather-resistant anorak is 
also lightly insulated with 
PrimaLoft fill for extra warmth 
on cooler days.

*NEW Product

https://www.llbean.com/llb/shop/124872?page=mens-waterproof-ultralight-down-jacket-mens-tall&bc=12-26-593-504714&feat=504714-GN2&csp=a&pos=11
https://www.llbean.com/llb/shop/124348?page=mens-trail-model-waterproof-3-in-1-jacket&bc=12-26-593-508868&feat=508868-GN3&csp=a&pos=4
https://www.llbean.com/llb/shop/125112?page=mens-mountain-classic-puffer-vest-colorblock-mens-tall&bc=&feat=mountain%20vest-SR0&csp=a&searchTerm=mountain%20vest&gnrefine=1*CATEGORY*Men%27s%20Clothing&pos=8
https://www.llbean.com/llb/shop/124346?page=mens-mountain-classic-insulated-anorak-multi-color-mens-regular&bc=&feat=anorak-SR0&csp=a&searchTerm=anorak&pos=3


ALL-DAY COMFORT
MEN'S TRAIL FLEECE HOODIE*

Our high-performance fabric 
is incredibly comfortable. It’s 
soft to the touch and only 
gets cozier with time. Plus, it 
wicks moisture and stretches 
just enough to move with 
you. 

MEN'S VENTURE STRETCH FIVE-POCKET PANTS*

These all-occasion active 
pants simplify dressing for 
the day. With a water-
repellent finish and move-
with-you stretch, they not 
only go everywhere you want 
to go, they take cues from 
your favorite jeans to look 
great every step of the way.

MEN'S ATHLEISURE MIDWEIGHT CREW*

Super soft yet rugged. This 
crewneck will quickly become 
your go-to layer for any 
adventure. Made with top-
quality performance fabric 
that’s brushed inside for 
remarkable softness, yet light 
enough to keep you cool.

MEN'S MULTISPORT PANTS

We made these lightweight 
running pants because 
comfort counts. With four-
way stretch and quick-dry 
performance, they score big 
on the feel-good scale.

*NEW Product

https://www.llbean.com/llb/shop/124619?page=mens-llbean-trail-fleece-pullover-hooded-mens-regular&bc=&feat=trail%20fleece-SR0&csp=a&searchTerm=trail%20fleece&pos=1
https://www.llbean.com/llb/shop/125227?page=mens-everyday-performance-pant-mens-regular&bc=518301-518302&feat=518302-GN2&csp=a&pos=5
https://www.llbean.com/llb/shop/125417?page=mens-athleisure-midweight-crew&bc=518301-518302&feat=518302-GN2&csp=a&pos=11
https://www.llbean.com/llb/shop/124184?feat=sr&term=Relist%A0Multisport%20Pant&csp=a
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